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12. On the Plenitude of the World1       Aiii76 
524 [March?] 16762 

 It seems to me that every mind is omniscient, confusedly; and that any mind 
perceives simultaneously whatever happens in the whole world; and that these 
perceptions, of infinite varieties fused together3 at the same time, give rise to those 
sensations we have of colors, tastes, touches. For such perceptions do not consist in one 
act of the intellect, but in an aggregate of infinitely many acts; especially since some 
stretch of time is necessary for the sensation of a color or some other perceptible thing. 
Time, though, is infinitely divisible, and it is certain that at any moment the soul 
perceives many different things, but that out of all the infinitely many perceptions fused 
together into one arise the perceptions of sensible things.4 But the perception of 
existence, of thought itself, and of other things of that kind, occurs in a moment. 
Moreover it is no wonder that a mind perceives what is going on in the whole world, 
since there is no body so minute that it will not, given the plenitude of the world, sense 
all others. And so there arises in this way a wonderful variety, for there are as many 
different relations in the universe as there are minds —just as when the same town is 
looked at from different locations. So, by creating a plurality of minds, God wanted to 

                                                
1 LH IV 1, 14c, leaf 8; 11/2 pages. Previously published (in part) by Couturat in C 10 ff, and in complete 
edition and translation by Parkinson as DSR 84-89. 
2 Leibniz entered ‘1676’ at the head of this piece at some later time, but precisely when in that year it was 
written is uncertain. (There is no watermark on the paper.) The discussions of atoms and the plenum in 
the second, third and last paragraphs seem to recapitulate the arguments of “Secrets of the Sublime” of 
February 11, but it is not clear whether what is said about atoms and vortices was written after the similar 
discussions in the notes of March 18 (Aiii36). The themes of the first paragraph are closely connected to 
ones sounded in papers of De Summa Rerum written in the second half of April (Aiii71-75, DSR 56-85), 
suggesting it was written at about that time. Against this, though, his claim here that “there are as many 
different relations in the universe as there are minds” is refuted by his arguments on April 10 that “there 
is no number of relations”, in contrast to “the multiplicity of things[, which] is something determinate” 
(Aiii58: 495). Moreover, here he upholds an unassignable vacuum, from which it follows that “an 
unassignable quantity is something” (Aiii.525). But in “Infinite Numbers” (c. April 10) he claims that he 
has “shown that the unassignable is nothing other than [a point, an extremum]” (Aiii69: 498), which may 
refer to Aiii52 of March 26. These considerations suggest the piece was composed earlier in March. 
3 Here confusas (“fused together”) echoes the earlier confuse “confusedly”, as does confusas in unum 
further on. The literal translation is intended to bring out Leibniz's meaning: the perceptions are not 
confused in the sense of being disturbed or thrown into disorder, but are fused together from an infinite 
aggregate of smaller and smaller perceptions, none of which is consciously discerned. See glossary note 
on confuse. 
4 Cf. “On Forms, or on the Attributes of God” (Aiii72: 514; DSR.68-69): “The reason why those things in 
which there is some variety, such as color, are not perceived distinctly by us is that we perceive a color at 
some definite time; yet this time can be subdivided into infinitely many parts, and in any of its parts we 
will have acted in a way pertinent to the case, but will not remember, because of a defect of our organs.” 
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bring about for the universe what some painter does for a large town, when he wants to 
display delineations of its various aspects or projections: the painter does on canvas 
what God does in the mind. 

Figure  
 

 I am more and more persuaded about indissectible bodies; and since these did not 
originate through motion, they must be the simplest, and therefore spherical, for all 
other shapes are subject to variety.5 So it seems indubitable that there are infinitely 

525 many spherical atoms. If there were no atoms, everything would be dissolved, given the 
plenum. It is reasonable for there to be a wonderful plenum of the kind I am 
expounding, even though it consists only of spheres. For there is no place so small that 
we cannot imagine a smaller sphere to exist in it. If we suppose this to be so, there will 
be no assignable place that is empty. And yet the world will be a plenum, from which it 
is understood that an unassignable quantity is something. There cannot be different 
degrees of resistance in the primary and simplest things, for the cause of variety would 
have to be explained. Still, there is a case in which variety can be demonstrated, for 

                                                
5 Compare “A Chain of Wonderful Demonstrations about the Universe” of 12 December, 1676: “It seems 
very much in accord with reason that primitive bodies should all be spherical, but that their directions 
should all be rectilinear” and “Hence all things are made of globes, and even if globes were not the most 
basic elements, there would still always be a reduction to globes; therefore it would be useless for there to 
be a variety of shapes among atoms, so that it suffices for atoms all to be globular” (Aiii85: 585; DSR 109). 
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instance, that of the globes: for given the plenitude of the world, it is necessary that 
there exist some globules smaller than others to infinity. 

 We must see whether globules should be ascribed a motion around their own 
center. The connection of bodies can be explained solely in terms of globules, without 
any hooks or crooks, which are inept as well as foreign to the simplicity and beauty of 
things.6 Rather, the cause of the connection is this: the larger balls cannot easily be 
separated without disturbing the motion of the middle-sized ones clustered around 
them, which cannot move into the larger globes' place because the gaps between them 
are not big enough; for this reason, it happens that only very small globes can pass 
through; the motion of the surrounding middle-sized globes, however, is disturbed, and 
it is as if they are all moved away and the whole atmosphere of these middle-sized 
globes is lifted up, which would not happen if the surrounding middle-sized globes 
could move into the place of the large ones separating them and could pass among their 
empty places.7 Is it difficult to explain the origin of the rotation of mundane bodies 
around their centres? —unless we suppose it to happen in the same way as in the 
spinning top that boys push along, and other things of this sort: for all such things are 
not only moved by the others, but also rotated. But in the motion of a thing around its 
own center, it is a wonder where the periods of revolution of the translated body might 
come from. 

 There are as many vortices, i.e. motions of surrounding sectors that are varied in 
relation to some one thing, as there are indissectible bodies. But there is a difference 
between an indissectible body in itself at rest and which is moved only by the motion of 
others, and one that is moving of its own accord in a straight line and which impresses 
its motion on others —unless we think it probable that any indissectible body whatever 
moves in one straight line after another: then, of course, no straight line could be drawn 
that would not be parallel to the direction of some indissectible body. In this 
connection, moreover, it should be discussed whether tendencies in all directions ought 
                                                
6 This evokes Leibniz's remarks in the HPN about the “hooks, crooks, globules and so much other 
apparatus” ascribed to atoms being “too remote from the simplicity of nature and from any experiments, 
and too naive to be connected in any obvious way with the phenomena” (A VI.ii 248). 
7 Again, compare with Aiii85: “Cohering bodies arise from the fact that if certain bodies are composed 
into an arch that is hollow inside, that is, full of more subtle matter, this arch would be difficult to break 
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to be of equal velocity; or whether perhaps some remarkable proportion is observed, so 
that the velocities of bodies tending in different directions are inversely proportional to  

526 their magnitude, so that every single atom will act with an equal force overall.8 This 
seems to me the most beautiful, and is consonant with the highest reason. So small 
atoms will move the fastest. 

 I do not assume the plenitude of the world at the outset, but only this, which anyone 
will easily see himself able to concede: namely that one can understand there to be 
floating in, or enclosed in, any place whatever a body that is smaller than that place. 
Now granted this one thing —that there is no place in which there does not exist some 
body equal to or smaller than it— it follows that no assignable part of the world is 
empty. But I do not for this reason say that body and space are coextended; on the 
contrary, it follows that they are not coextended, because however many spheres we 
take, they will not fill the whole. But all the vacuities collected into one do not have a 
greater ratio to any assignable space than the angle of contact has to the straight line. 
 

                                                                                                                                                       
up, because the pores left by the component bodies are too small to be penetrated by the surrounding 
matter so as to fill the place” (585). 
8 The first hypothesis —that atoms all move with equal velocity— is that of the classical atomists: 
“through undisturbed vacuum all bodies must travel at equal speed though impelled by unequal 
weights” —Lucretius, De Rerum Natura, Book II, l. 270 ff. (in Ronald Latham's translation, On the Nature 
of the Universe, Harmondsworth/Baltimore: Penguin, 1951, p. 67). The second hypothesis —that 
velocities are inversely proportional to magnitudes— is established a priori by Leibniz in Aiii58 above. 


